Nasal pillows mask

Get everything you need to keep your AirFit N30i
and AirFit P30i in good condition at our eshop
mySleep.ResMed.com

myAir™: Your own
personal sleep coach
How well is your sleep therapy working? Track your
progress every day thanks to myAir, a free web application
and online support program that shows you how well you
slept each night and gives you tips to improve your sleep.
Sign up for free at myAir.ResMed.eu

Freedom to move
For those who want
their bedtime routine
to stay the way
it’s always been.
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Sleep the way
you want.

Get closer
to your partner.

The AirFit N30i and P30i masks give you
the freedom to sleep in any position. The
discreet, minimalist design features a
convenient top-of-the-head tube design.
With no front-end tube, the mask stays
out of sight and out of the way.

Sleep close to your bed partner and
enjoy a goodnight kiss – with the N30i
and P30i, nothing gets in the way.
For an even more intimate experience,
choose the P30i pillows cushion with
an integrated QuietAirTM vent that gently
diffuses a whisper of exhaled air.3
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Make your choice.
A convenient modular system means you can use an
N30i nasal cradle cushion or a P30i pillows cushion
with the same comfortable tube-up frame and
headgear. If you change your mind, it only takes a
moment to change cushions.
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Top-of-the-head tube design makes it easy
to sleep in any position.
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Self-adjusting SpringFit frame adapts
for a stable, reliable fit.1,2
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Minimalist design leaves your face clear
for easier communication.
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Nasal cradle cushion covers less of your face and
sits discreetly under your nose, not in it.
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Pillows cushion features a QuietAir vent for a
relaxing bedroom environment.
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